Research Life

- Frequently programmed in MATLAB to analyze patient brain scans
- My PI and colleagues in lab were all super welcoming and helpful
- Lab group was very international and diverse, though closely knit
- We convened for daily lunches, meetings, after-work outings, etc.
Newcastle upon Tyne

- A major city in northeast England with a distinct culture (and accent!)
Newcastle upon Tyne

- Rich with traditional English foods, teas, afternoon delights
Newcastle upon Tyne

- Very convenient for travel: Edinburgh, Glasgow, London, York & more
Reflection

I have found most rewarding:

- The incredible **people** I have had the privilege to meet and get to know

- The wealth of computational **knowledge** I’ve obtained that only expanded further my love for neuroscience

- The experience of living & learning abroad, embracing cultural differences, better **understanding** others as well as myself
Reflection

- **My impact:** My work contributed significant findings, as well as highlighted key research directions of interest, for the lab group upon my departure.

- **Impact on me:**
  
  I am grateful for the self-growth and affirmation of my passion for scientific research that this opportunity facilitated.
THANK YOU

Feel free to reach out if you have any questions!
☞ ili@princeton.edu